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C reating HR analytics, reducing hiring costs and
building a great leadership pipeline might be on
your to-do list. However, if your HR systems are

highly fragmented and come from many different
providers, you may have a problem. Moreover, it's getting
worse.

If typical, your firm may have one or more systems for
handling benefits administration, payroll processing,
human resource processing, talent management, resource
management and more. While this has been a market
reality that many HR leaders have had to deal with over
the years, the lack of integrated suites has presented prob-
lems for HR and business unit leaders for decades.

For example, are your executives going through
gymnastics to collect all of the inputs needed to prepare
employee performance reviews? Are they pulling snippets
of feedback from customer service systems, operational
systems, collaboration technologies and other sources? Do
they have to connect data from multiple sources on to a
custom-built spreadsheet just to complete the annual
salary review process? 

Lack of integration within the HR applications in use in
your firm creates significant problems for HR and busi-
ness unit leaders. Has your company advertised for a new
job position only to find out that a highly qualified candi-
date existed somewhere else within your firm?

Businesses that have not streamlined, standardized and
integrated their various HR and ERP systems will be at the

greatest disadvantage when it comes to integrating newer
technologies into their firms. We believe there are three
levels, not one, of integration that HR solutions must deal
with. These are:

• Human Resources applications, on-premise or 
cloud-based, must be fully integrated with other 
HR applications. 

• Human Resources applications must be fully inte-
grated with enterprise resource planning (ERP) appli-
cations.

• Human Resources applications must be integrated
with a growing number of new, enabling, and usually
cloud-based applications – the number of integrations
about to hit HR and IT groups will be staggering. 

Let’s look at each of these. 

Human Resources applications must be fully 
integrated with other HR applications.

Within the Human Resources technology space, we
believe many organizations may have too many systems
from too many software or service providers. Be honest,
how many payroll service provider, HRMS, third-party
administration, recruiting, applicant tracking, learning
management, etc., solutions is your organization using?
Who integrates all of these technologies? What is the cost
of this integration? 

Your HR technology total cost of ownership (TCO) may
be higher than you realize. Every licensed software
product will require on-going expenditures to upgrade,
test and integrate these products. Would these costs have
been lower if your organization did a volume purchase
deal with one software provider instead of several smaller
deals with many vendors?

Figure 1. Is this your HR integration challenge currently? 
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Total cost of ownership can get more expensive as each
individual technology or service will need to be integrated
with other products. Your organization must have IT
personnel or hire external systems integrators to connect
all of these diverse technologies to one another. Worse,
every time one application experiences changes in its data
model or interface requirements, more funds and effort
must be expended to keep these systems connected. While
Human Resources technology vendors like to talk about
“one source of truth” or “one book of record,” it is extraor-
dinarily difficult to achieve this when there are so many
different interfaces, products, architectures, etc. 

Let us add some real-world input at this time. We
realize that differing payroll practices, regulations, union
agreements and labor policies make it impossible, at this
time, to find a single payroll software solution that works
in over 200 countries worldwide. If your firm is a global
firm, it will likely have different payroll software or service
bureau providers because of these market limitations.
Likewise, the components of different benefit and retire-
ment plans (and the technologies that are needed to
administer them) will vary significantly from country to
country. As a result, no one vendor worldwide has created
a single global solution for benefits administration, retire-
ment savings processing, etc. These realities mean that
technology diversity within HR systems will remain;
however, less diversity should mean lower costs to HR and
fewer data and integration problems. 

Organizations would benefit from having a common, core
human resource application suite in use worldwide. While
several functional shortfalls may exist for some of the largest
firms, the benefits of utilizing a single solution may be quite
significant and must be explored before adopting a loosely
interfaced collection of disparate technologies.

So, how do you know if your organization has an inte-
gration problem? If you have few integration points (or
great interfaces), then your systems should be able to
instantly report:

• Which employees bring in the most revenue at the
lowest cost, i.e., employee profitability;

• The quality of hires over time;
• The quality of management; and,
• Progress in developing a global leadership pipeline, etc.

For reasons that will become more apparent in subse-
quent sections of this article, we believe:

• Too much technology diversity within HR systems is a
luxury that is expensive to maintain. 

• Some measure of technology diversity is necessary,
but should be actively managed down.

• Organizations should buy as much technology as
possible from a single HR solution provider to get
maximum price discounts, lower integration costs and
lower maintenance costs. 

Human Resources applications must be fully 
integrated with ERP applications.

The problem only worsens when the integration
between the HR and ERP systems is fragmented. If your
ERP systems are from one vendor and your HR systems
come from another, there are likely some almost tragic
comedy moments in workforce management occurring
within your firm. For example, has your HR organization
ever gotten into a dispute with Finance executives over
which has the most accurate head-count number? Seri-
ously, how many arguments will you have during this
year’s budget development on this very point?

Integration between HR and ERP applications has
always been fertile ground for data discrepancies, data
synchronization issues, management frustration, delays,
latency and other inefficiencies. However, the problem is
getting worse by the day.

Figure 2. Old and New Integration Challenges.

While companies may be able to technically integrate
some HR technologies with those used in the broader ERP
solution set, there will likely remain issues regarding the
meaning of information as it passes from one vendor's
technology through another. For example, many compa-
nies reimburse employees for travel and miscellaneous
expenses through their Accounts Payable system. A review
of employees found in Accounts Payable vendor records
may indicate a different number of employees than what
exists within the Human Resource systems. Why? The
accounts payable system may not differentiate between
current and former employees.

It is quite common to find core HR systems that are not
of the same provenance as the company's ERP software.
Two decades of shared services experience has shown that

Total cost of ownership can get 
more expensive as each individual

technology or service will need to be
integrated with other products.
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businesses have been able to achieve significant efficien-
cies and process effectiveness in a mixed vendor mode.
However, as ERP HR solutions continue to evolve, the
rationale for maintaining different technology bases from
the ERP solutions may be diminishing. As the cloud
example below shows, HR organizations are about to face
a tidal wave of new technologies that they must support
and integrate. As before, we believe that unnecessary
systems diversity will add cost, delays, and disputes in HR
data and how that data can be used to drive greater busi-
ness returns.

Human Resources applications must be 
integrated with a growing number of new,
enabling, and usually cloud-based applications –
The number of integrations about to hit HR and IT
groups will be staggering.

Baker Tilly recently evaluated the effect of new cloud-
enabled technologies on business processes. One of the
areas they reviewed was Human Resources and, specifi-
cally, they reviewed the processes surrounding campus
interviewing. 

Campus recruiting today does not resemble the recruit-
ing process of a few years ago. Previously, much of the
campus recruiting process involved paper-based manual
sign-up sheets for the students, paper-based feedback
forms for the recruiters and simple spreadsheet-based
schedules for both students and recruiters.

Today, a number of mobile and cloud-enabled technolo-
gies are used by both job seeker and recruiter. Notifica-
tions are often sent by way of e-mail or alerts to
prospective students. Scheduling is accomplished through
cloud-based software. Applicants may seek input about a
prospective employer from a variety of Web-based
resources. Candidates may also want to review their own
online reputation to ensure that respective employers will
not find any questionable material posted on social
network sites, wish lists and other online data stores.

Figure 3. How campus recruiting technology/process has changed.

Employers are also utilizing a number of services, too.
They may utilize a service such as Radian6 to monitor
student conversations about their recruiting processes on
various websites, blog sites and social media outlets. They
may use social media to identify and potentially recruit
other students with similar interests and circles of influ-
ence as prior hires. Employers may also use Web-based
interviewing technology to conduct large volumes of
screening interviews remotely.

What this one process illustrates is that new Web-
based, mobile, social, and other technologies are entering
into the HR sphere at an amazing clip and in significant
quantity. They are capturing structured and/or unstruc-
tured data that is highly relevant in hiring and which has
other HR uses. As a result, the sheer numbers of technolo-
gies that HR organizations must interact and integrate
with are growing at a curvilinear rate.

The future of integration with regards to HR looks even
more interesting. Human Resource software vendors are
already experimenting with social and collaboration tech-
nologies as a means of providing input to functions such
as performance evaluations. Social tools are being used to
collect performance feedback from supervisors, peers,
outside workers, etc. Social tools are also being used as
knowledge management and collaboration facilitators.
And, as the newer tools gain traction, more HR uses are
appearing. For example, social tools can be used to craft
influence maps (to see who are the most influential and
helpful employees within an organization), to facilitate
recruiting, etc. 

Soon, we believe HR organizations will need to 
integrate: 

• Full motion video into their recruiting and perform-
ance management systems;

• Third-party data sources into retention/attrition
management systems;

• Aggregated benchmark data from cloud-based HR
software technology;

• Data from countless sources to develop analytic
insights;

• Behavior data with performance and financial data;
• Mobile devices of all manner; and,
• Large and small add-on applications served up via

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) application stores, and
many more.

Human Resource software vendors
are already experimenting with social
and collaboration technologies as a

means of providing input to functions
such as performance evaluations.
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Figure 4. How many “Sources of Truth” are in your organization?

How will this integration occur?
Integration will come about because of both new and

old technologies. Sure, some integration can still be done
via custom software code. But, other techniques will 
work, too. 

Some application software vendors have connectors
within their service-oriented architecture (SOA) stack.
Newer, cloud-based solutions may offer integration capa-
bilities within their PaaS. 

Third parties like Dell/Boomi, CastIron and Informatica
have technologies that quickly connect different HR, ERP
and other products together. Cloud brokerage services
represent another emerging category of integration 
technology. 

90-Day Plan
In the next 90 days, we recommend that you should:
1) Take stock in all of the systems your organization is

utilizing. Be sure to consider licensed applications,
shadow/manual systems and all of the new technologies,
e.g., social technologies, being introduced into your firm.

2) Calculate the cost of administering, integrating,
upgrading, and paying subscription fees for each of the
systems in the inventory.

3) Evaluate the key metrics required to run the busi-
ness. Are you able to get them and how much time, data
manipulation and validation are required to publish the
data?

4) Leave the back office and talk to your organization’s
leaders to understand what data and access they need to
help the business grow.

5) Get educated on the emerging HR technology market
and its capabilities. Then, begin to build a business case
for change.

6) Build a holistic future state plan – including the full
roadmap of systems and integration, i.e., you need a blue-
print before you can build the house, otherwise you’ll end
up without a kitchen.
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Integration will come about because of both new and old technologies. 
Sure, some integration can still be done via custom software code. 

But, other techniques will work, too.
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